IN MEMORIAM

Rev. Beth Gray, renowned master teacher of Reiki, passed away in peace, surrounded by her loving family at 1.48pm, Pacific Standard Time on Wednesday 14th May, 2008, in San Carlos, California. She had celebrated her 90th birthday a month earlier on April 11.

Beth will be remembered by the 20,000 graduates she taught in her profound reiki seminars throughout the USA and Australia between 1973 and 1990. Her luminous presence and gifts of insight and compassion touched each one, individually and uniquely.

Let us pay tribute to Beth Gray’s contribution to healing and her preservation of the original metaphysical tradition of reiki, first taught to Beth by her dear friend and mentor, Hawayo Takata.

In Loving Memory

Valé to a great lady

Beth Gray

Barbara McGregor, who continues the teaching tradition within the Usui Reiki Network around the world, and who trained with Beth Gray as her mentor from 1984 to 1990, was pleased to pay a farewell visit to Beth in San Carlos in March 2008, just before her birthday. She was reassured to learn that her spirit and intention in the teaching of reiki will be sustained by the teachers in the Usui Reiki Network – Barbara McGregor, Keven Duff and Sue Lake Harris.